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1. Fay Ajzenberg-Selove won the 2007 National Medal of Science for her spectroscopy work and energy-level
analysis of these structures. Stefanie Horovitz’s precise experiments to measure these structures disproved the
existence of a new element named ionium. Ada Hitchins worked with Ceylon-sourced (*) thorium ore to extract
lead, contributing to Frederick Soddy’s research on the transmutation of these structures. Soddy adopted Margaret
Todd’s suggested term for atoms of the same element with different weights for this structure, isotopes. For 10
points, name these subatomic structures composed of neutrons and protons.
ANSWER: Atomic Nucleus <EK/AT, Chem, Science>

1. For 10 points each, name some things about female Italian legal scholars.
[10] This first woman to hold a university teaching position was appointed in 1239. She was a legal scholar and
noted orator, though her writings on the Digest are now lost.
ANSWER: Bettisia Gozzadini
[10] Novella d'Andrea was another legal scholar and law professor. According to Christine de Pisan, both she and
Gozzadini are rumored to teach from behind this facial covering in order to avoid distracting men with their beauty.
ANSWER: Veil [accept curtain]
[10] Both d'Andrea and Gozzadini were teachers at this oldest university in the world that is still operating. This
university is named for the Northern Italian city in which it is located.
ANSWER: University of Bologna <AT, European History>

2. A light infantry unit in Massachusetts renamed itself as this woman’s “Rangers” a year after this woman’s
husband passed an act that contributed to the imprisonment of Matthew Lyon. An attempt by this woman to
see a march premiere undercover led to her being lambasted by the Philadelphia Aurora. This woman, who
stated that she had “looked into the eyes of the devil” upon meeting (*) Alexander Hamilton, famously feuded
with Albert Gallatin. A letter by this advocate for “republican motherhood” states that “all men would be tyrants if
they could,” before asking for recognition for a certain group. That letter sent by this woman famously urges her
husband to “remember the ladies.” For ten points, name this second First Lady of the United States.
ANSWER: Abigail Smith Adams (prompt on Adams) <Angel, American History>

2. The main character of this work describes being sure that she was the last prophet at the age of six before sitting
in a tub of water after learning of her grandfather’s torture. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this graphic novel in which the main character divorces Reza before moving back to Europe. It ends with
the line “freedom has a price” and details the main character’s life during the Islamic Revolution.
ANSWER: Persepolis
[10] Persepolis was written by Marjane Satrapi, a writer from this country. The novel details her experience living
through the 1979 Revolution in this country.
ANSWER: Iran
[10] This other Iranian author of Things I’ve Been Silent About and The Republic of Imagination described reading
about “the confiscation of one individual’s life by another” in Reading Lolita in Tehran.
ANSWER: Azar Nafisi <Angel, World Literature>



3. In a novel by this author, the Tiger kills his wife after she sabotages his attempts to smuggle weapons for his
army. That novel sees the death of a character called “Poor Fool” who had earlier been born in its prequel.
This author wrote a novel in which the protagonist uses gold coins stolen from a rich man’s house to purchase
oxen so he can quit his job driving a rickshaw. That character later steals pearls from his wife to gift to the
concubine (*) Lotus Blossom. This author used the title All Men are Brothers for her translation of The Water
Margin, and in another novel, the protagonist neglects his wife O-Lan after purchasing land from the House of
Hwang. For 10 points, name this author who wrote about Wang Lung in The Good Earth.
ANSWER: Pearl Sydenstricker Buck [accept Sai Zhenzhu] <GB, World Literature>

3. This woman’s favorite pastimes included trial by ordeal involving the Tangena nut. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this woman who ruled the Merina Kingdom from 1828 to 1861. The Lambert Charter attempted to oust
this ruler from the throne in favor of her son Radama II.
ANSWER: Ranavalona I (prompt on Ranavalona)
[10] Ranavalona I ruled this island country, where tribes such as the Merina lived and where the Antsiranana bay is
located. It lies off the east coast of the African continent.
ANSWER: Madagascar
[10] In addition to the Tangena ordeal, Ranavalona I famously threw many converts of this religion off of cliffs.
Ranavalona II converted the royal court of Madagascar to this religion in 1869 in response to James Cameron.
ANSWER: Christianity (accept clear-knowledge equivalents) <Angel, World History>

4. Part of a song referencing this woman proclaims “both horse and driver he has hurled into the sea” and she
challenged her parent’s choice to divorce because it was worse than a decree only directed at men. A rock
named for this woman was called her (*)“well” and dried up when this woman died. Her name meant “whisperer”
and she prophesied that her mother would give birth to a son that would free the Jews from Egyptian bondage. She
witnessed her brother float down the Nile and was stricken with leprosy for criticizing his divorce of Zipporah. For
ten points, what woman was described in The Song Of the Sea and was the sister of Moses?
ANSWER: Miriam <EK, Religion>

4. For ten points each, answer some questions about movies released on Netflix in 2020:
[10] This film series saw its second installment released in 2020. In that movie, protagonist Lara Jean reconnects
with childhood friends Genevieve and enters a love triangle with John Ambrose McClaren.
ANSWER: To All the Boys (accept To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before or To All the Boys: P.S. I Still Love You)
[10] Directed by Gina Prince-Bythewood, The Old Guard features a group of immortal warriors trying to avoid
capture and is based on a work of this type. Other movies based on works of this type include Birds of Prey and
Josie and the Pussycats.
ANSWER: comic books
[10] This actress has starred in many Christmas movies on Netflix, including 2020’s The Christmas Switch:
Switched Again. She is most well-known for starring in the High School Musical series.
ANSWER: Vanessa Hudgens <CJ, Other Trash>

5. A painting by this artist has a small lion on the left and a patriotically-decorated portrait of George
Washington on the right of a store display. That painting was made shortly before another work by this artist,
in which a barren landscape ends with the skyline of the Ford Motor Company, and red ribbons connect a
snail, machine, and (*) orthopedic cast to a hand. In a third painting by this woman, a single artery links her heart
with the heart of her double, and she was known for including her unibrow and themes of suffering in self portraits.
For 10 points, what Mexican artist is shown with a metal spine in The Broken Column?
ANSWER: Frida Kahlo <GB, Visual Fine Arts>



5. Hinduism frequently depicted women as necessary for balance, in complement to their husbands. Name some
things about strong women who appear in the Mahabharata. For 10 points each:
[10] This wife of Shiva represents fertility, love, and divine strength, among others. She compliments Shiva’s
destructive power through Ardhanarishvara and her ability to calm him shows her equality to him.
ANSWER: Parvati [Accept Uma, Aparna, Shakti, or Gauri]
[10] This beautiful wife of the five Pandavas studied finance and ran the empire’s treasury. After Krishna protects
her from the humiliation of disrobing, she is granted 3 boons, which she uses to rescue the Pandavas from slavery.
ANSWER: Draupadi [Accept Krishnaa, Panchali or Yajnaseni]
[10] This princess’s story is told in comparison to Draupadi’s devotion. After this princess marries Satyavan, who is
fated to die, she displays her love for him and uses wit to convince Death to return him back to the living.
ANSWER: Savitri <AT, Mythology>

6. The first woman of color to write for a network show of this type co-hosts a recurring segment where she, a
Black woman, and another writer, a lesbian, tell jokes that would be insensitive coming from the straight
white male host. The first woman to host her own modern show of this type unusually filmed its second
season in her house, drawing similarities to her (*) YouTube background. That woman is Lilly Singh. With
Jimmy Fallon, Tina Fey co-hosted the Weekend Update segment of this type of show until 2006, where she was
replaced by Seth Meyers. For 10 points, SNL is what type of political and sketch comedy show, named for the time
that it airs?
ANSWER: Late Night Shows <Liz/AT, Other Trash>

6. This musician released albums such as Ptah, The El Daoud under the music label Impulse! Records. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this musician known for her “spiritual” style of jazz and for incorporating Indian styles into albums such
as Journey in Satchidananda.
ANSWER: Alice Coltrane [prompt on Coltrane]
[10] Although she was the piano player of her husband John’s jazz group, Alice mainly specialized in this
47-stringed plucked upright instrument throughout her career.
ANSWER: Harp
[10] While working at the Shanti Anantam Ashram as a swamini, Alice released two cassettes titled Glorious and
Infinite in this music type. Bhajans and Kirtans are of this type, as well as the first musical setting of Dies Irae.
ANSWER: chants <GB, Other Fine Arts>

7. Miriam Menkin recruited women undergoing surgery to remove this organ in her best known experiments.
The transformation zone in this organ transitions between mucus secreting columnar and non-mucus
secreting squamous cells. A process in this organ can be roughly measured by fundal height in centimeters.
During that process this organ changes from a (*) pelvic organ to an abdominal organ and the amniotic sac forms
inside this organ. This organ is divided into three sections including the cervix. For ten points, name this organ that
during gestation carries a fetus for three trimesters.
ANSWER: uterus [prompt on cervix] <EK, Bio, Science>



7. This character tells Mrs. Delacroix that she “clean forgot what day it was” after arriving late at the town square.
For 10 points each
[10] Name this character who screams “it isn’t fair, it isn’t right!” before being stoned to death at the conclusion of a
1948 short story.
ANSWER: Tessie Hutchinson [accept either name]
[10] Tessie Hutchinson is killed by her fellow villagers after drawing a slip of paper marked with a black dot in this
author’s story “The Lottery.”
ANSWER: Shirley Jackson
[10] This novel by Shirley Jackson centers around Dr. Montague and Eleanor Vance attempting to discover the
supernatural secrets of the title residence.
ANSWER: The Haunting of Hill House <GB, Writer’s Choice, Literature>

8. Tamika Palmer reacted to this organization’s use of her daughter’s death by calling its Kentucky
representative a “fraud.” Representative Maxine Waters was accused of inciting anger within this
organization when she stated its members needed to (*) “get confrontational.” The Golden Globes apologized
after their former president said this organization was creating “a Hate Movement.” The co-founder of this
organization was accused of using profits to purchase real estate, and stated that herself and her other co-founders
were “trained Marxists.” For ten points, what organization shares its name with a movement aimed to eliminate
white supremacy and was created by Aliza Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi?
ANSWER: BLM [Accept Black Lives Matter]  <EK, Current Events>

8. Description Acceptable. One of these characters is shot at after she insults another character's hunting ability by
muttering about “Guns that never shot.” For 10 points each:
[10] After one of these characters forgets to cook dinner before going to get her hair braided, she is beaten by her
husband during the Week of Peace. Ojiujo and Ekwefi, two of these characters, tend to Nwoye and Ikemefuna.
ANSWER: Okonkwo’s wives [accept clear knowledge equivalents]
[10]  Okonkwo often abuses his wives in this Chinua Achebe novel centering on the village of Umuofia in
pre-colonial Nigeria.
ANSWER: Things Fall Apart
[10] This character is taken to a cave by the priestess Chielo after she becomes ill. This character, considered by
Okonkwo to be his favorite child, is the only baby of Ekwefi’s to have survived past infancy.
ANSWER: Ezinma <GB, World Literature>

9. The last empress who was ethnically from this country became the face of the opposition to the modernist
reforms like mining iron. That woman, Eudoxia, was later replaced by Anna Mons. Another empress of this
country was its only ruler to never execute anyone, though her rule saw the Seven Years War and she
developed a hatred for (*) Prussia through the War of Austrian Succession. A third empress of this country signed
the Nakaz law code and built the original Potemkin villages in Crimea. The last empress of this country was very
unpopular due to her beliefs in the emperor’s right to autocratic rule and the powers of a mystic to cure hemophilia.
For 10 points, Catherine the Great was tsarina dear-mother, empress of which country, now ruled from Moscow?
ANSWER: Russia <AT, European History>



9. This country’s parliament dropped a tie requirement in February 2021 after criticism that it infringed upon
indigeneous culture. For ten points each:
[10] This Southern Hemisphere country’s prime minister recently announced that all schools will have access to free
sanitary products.
ANSWER: New Zealand [accept Aotearoa]
[10] This prime minister of New Zealand pushed for greater gun control laws in the wake of the 2019 Christchurch
mosque shootings. She has been globally acclaimed for her handling of the coronavirus pandemic.
ANSWER: Jacinda Kate Laurell Ardern
[10] This center right party is the main opposition to Ardern’s Labour Party. Led by Judith Collins, this party faced
its second worst defeat in the 2020 election, losing 23 parliament seats.
ANSWER: New Zealand National Party [accept Nats] <NN, Current Events>

10. Jess Bunchek is a scientist in this organization working with Mizuna mustard as part of their Vegetable
Production System. Though 13 women were selected as “First Lady Trainees” by this organization, they were
never official members. Women like Dorothy Vaughn and Mary Jackson were hired by this organization to
(*) program IBM computers. This organization’s rival sent the first woman, Valentina Tereshkova, to a target
location, which was followed 20 years later by this program’s Sally Ride. Katherine Johnson calculated rocket
trajectories for this organization. For 10 points, the aforementioned women all worked at which government agency
responsible for the Apollo Missions?
ANSWER: NASA <AT, Phys, Science>

10. This work opens by asking “What is woman?” and later compares the upbringing of boys and girls, as well as
how they are treated as adults. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this two volume work which started second-wave feminism and claims that being a man is "infinitely
preferable."
ANSWER: The Second Sex
[10] The Second Sex was written by this French existentialist and feminist who also wrote the novel She Came to
Stay and “Mémoires d’une jeune fille rangée.”
ANSWER: Simone de Beauvoir
[10] In The Second Sex, de Beauvoir wonders whether the disadvantage of this concept in women is real or
perceived. She notes that this material concept influences point of view and combines with culture to form the self.
ANSWER: body <AT, Philosophy>

11. A woman who works for this organization dubbed the COVID-19 recession “The Great Lockdown” while
appearing on an episode of The Daily Show. That woman, Gita Gopinath, is also a co-director of a research
program within the NBER [N-B-E-R] and recently expressed this organization’s support for a global
minimum corporate tax. The first female head of this institution was criticized for telling (*) Greece that it was
“payback time” and is the current President of the European Central Bank. That woman is Christine Lagarde. It’s not
the World Bank, but, for ten points, name this international financial organization that was established by the Bretton
Woods conference and has provided bailouts to countries such as Greece, Argentina, and Turkey.
ANSWER: International Monetary Fund <CJ, Social Science>



11. Women: given the chance, can be just as corrupt as men. For 10 points:
[10] This economist and former left-wing president of Brazil was impeached in 2016 over concerns about budgetary
irresponsibility and a scandal involving the state-run oil company Petrobras.
ANSWER: Dilma Rousseff
[10] In 2017, Park [PAK] Geun-hye was impeached on charges of influence peddling by her top aide. She is the
former president of this country, where she was leader of the Saenuri Party.
ANSWER: South Korea (accept Republic of Korea, prompt on Korea, DO NOT accept or prompt on North Korea
or The People’s Republic of Korea)
[10] Both Rousseff and Park have this honorific, given to most female heads of state as well as all female
ambassadors. Other forms of this honorific begin with His or Your.
ANSWER: Her Excellency <CJ, World History>

12. Jennifer Higdon wrote a piece for this musician that was later awarded a Pulitzer Prize. Music by this
musician was used in the film The Village, and she collaborated on the improvised album Silfra with
Hauschka. This artist held an open competition to commission the (*) 27th of a set of encores. This musician is
known for her mastery of pieces by Bach and a Beethoven concerto, and for her Carnegie Hall debut, where she
performed Saint-Saens third concerto for her instrument. This child prodigy was accepted to the Curtis Institute at
the age of 10 and she is a frequent guest of TwoSet Violin. For ten points, name this three-time Grammy winning
contemporary violinist.
ANSWER: Hilary Hahn <EK, Fine Arts>

12. A member of this family is forced to continue having sex with his girlfriend by two white men after they catch
sight of them. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this family, members of whom include Cholly, Pauline, and Sammy. This ugliest family in the town of
Lorain physically and emotionally abuses the protagonist of the novel they appear in.
ANSWER: Breedlove family [accept individual names]
[10] That protagonist, Pecola, after being raped by her father Cholly, is driven mad by her desire for the title features
at the conclusion of this debut novel of Toni Morrison.
ANSWER: The Bluest Eye
[10] The characters Claudia and Freida MacTeer plant these flowers in an attempt to help Pecola give birth to a
healthy baby. These flowers failure to sprout foreshadow Pecola’s eventual miscarriage.
ANSWER: marigolds <GB, American Literature>

13. Operation Midnight Jackal occurred during this leader’s first term in office, and she eventually broke
down the National Press Trust. After her husband was discovered to have accepted $10 million in exchange
for granting a gold monopoly, this leader was charged with corruption and forced into exile in London and
(*) Dubai. This leader’s father developed their country’s nuclear weapons program with the Chagai-1 tests. This
leader became head of the PPP during the rule of Mohammad Zia ul-Haq, and after meeting Hamid Karzai in
Rawalpindi, this woman was assassinated in her Land Cruiser. For ten points, name this first female prime minister
of Pakistan.
ANSWER: Benazir Bhutto <NN, World History>



13. This theorem is a generalization of the constants of motion in Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics and
belongs to the branch of Calculus of Variance. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this theorem which states that every differentiable symmetry of a continuous system has a corresponding
conservation law.
ANSWER: Noether’s Symmetry Theorem
[10] Noether’s theorem has many results including the conservation of this quantity. This quantity is conserved in
rotating systems and is calculated by multiplying mass, velocity, and radius.
ANSWER: Conservation of Angular Momentum [Prompt on Momentum]
[10] When this binary operation is applied to a Hamiltonian and a constant of motion, Noether’s theorem finds the
result to be 0. This operation is closely related to the commutator in quantum mechanics.
ANSWER: Poisson Bracket <AT, Physics, Science>

14. An essay by this author describes pornography as “a direct denial of the power of the erotic” In a work by
this author, the protagonist is abandoned by Peter on New Year’s Eve after he discovers that she is pregnant.
That protagonist is a member of a high school group dubbed “The Branded.” This author wrote about her
decision to not wear silicon breasts in a work detailing her struggle with (*) breast cancer. This author of Sister
Outsider wrote about her lesbianism in the poem “Martha,” as well as her past relationships in a work called a
“biomythography,” which features and ends with a homage to this author’s mother Linda. For 10 points, name this
author of The Cancer Journals and Zami: A New Spelling of My Name.
ANSWER: Audre Lorde <EK/GB, American Literature>

14. Name some things about American women at the heart of the baked goods industry. For 10 points each:
[10] This bakery was started by Margaret Rudkin in 1937 and currently produces a variety of breads and cookies
including Verona, Bordeaux, and Milano. This company is named for Rudkin’s family farm.
ANSWER: Pepperidge Farm
[10] This fictional woman at the face of many products became a cultural icon after her creation in 1920. In addition
to her namesake cookbook, her name brands baking mixes, fruit-by-the-foot, and frostings.
ANSWER: Betty Crocker [prompt on partial answer]
[10] This baking line was renamed in 2020 after criticism for its racist character. Nancy Green was the original face
for this baking line, which boasted the first “ready mix” pancake mix, and is known for its Maple Syrup.
ANSWER: Aunt Jemima <AT, American History>

15. This character sings an aria that climaxes with the word “grido” and ends on a high C. After one prince
repeatedly calls this character’s name, others respond “we are already digging your grave.” The aria “O
giovinetto!” is sung after this character orders an execution. A man is given a warning by this character’s (*)
state ministers, Ping, Pang, and Pong after expressing interest in her. After correctly answering three riddles, that
man, Calaf, proclaims that this character will not know his name by declaring “vincero” in the aria “Nessun Dorma.”
For 10 points, name this title Chinese princess of an unfinished Puccini opera.
ANSWER: Turandot <AT, Auditory Fine Arts>



15. Alice Ball developed a namesake method to treat leprosy by modifying the existing, ineffective use of this oil.
For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this antimicrobial oil which dampens the response of Vitamin B7 or Biotin. Missionary Isabel Kerr
started the Victoria Leprosy Centre in Hyderabad based on this oil.
ANSWER: Chaulmoogra Oil
[10m] The Ball Method isolates these compounds from chaulmoogra oil to create an injectable form. These
compounds are formed by heating carboxylic acids and alcohols with an acid catalyst in the Fischer reaction..
ANSWER: esters (accept ethyl esters)
[10e] Ball’s work was stolen by Arthur L. Dean, a president at this state’s university where Ball became a Chemistry
professor. Those with leprosy were sent to this state’s Molokai island where Hula dance is thought to originate from.
ANSWER: Hawai’i <AT, Chemistry, Science>

16. One woman with this profession was credited with coining the term EVOO [E-V-O-O] and has won three
Daytime Emmy Awards. Three women in this profession were honored with First-Class Forever Stamps in
2014, and the president of Harvard University called a building owned by one of those women “a cultural
exchange center.” Another one of those women invented shark repellant while working at the (*) OSS and was
played by Meryl Streep in a movie that centered around a women’s mission to create every recipe in Mastering the
Art of French Cooking. For ten points, name this profession that was practiced by women like Joyce Chen, Julia
Child, and Rachael Ray.
ANSWER: chef (accept cook) <CJ, Other Trash>

16. Angelica Kauffman was the most famous portraitist during her time, and one of two female co-founders out of
34 of the Royal Academy in London. For 10 points each:
[10] Kauffman depicted herself in a self portrait hesitating between music and this thing. A woman in blue poses
next to a window as a man in black gazes at her in a Jan Vermeer work titled for The Art of this thing.
ANSWER: painting
[10] Kauffman painted multiple history paintings of this mythological princess. Those paintings show her arm
outstretched as she is betrayed by her lover.
ANSWER: Ariadne
[10] Kauffman was a major proponent of this 18th century art movement that rivaled the Rococo movement. The
artist of The Death of Marat and other French Revolution scenes, Jacques Louis-David, belonged to this movement.
ANSWER: Neoclassicism <GB, Visual Fine Arts>

17. In a novel by this author, the slave Tete moves to New Orleans with her slave master Valmorain to escape
the Haitian revolution This author wrote about a Professor who conceives the title character while on his
deathbed due to a snakebite. That title character creates fake grenades to help her lover Huberto break
guerilla fighters out of prison. A novel by this author ends with the line “Barrabas came to us by sea” sees the
miner Esteban restore the (*) Tres Marias Hacienda. That novel by this author narrated by Alba sees the
clairvoyant Clara go mute after her sister Rosa the Beautiful is accidentally poisoned. For 10 points, name this
Chilean author of Eva Luna and The House of the Spirits
BANSWER: Isabel Allende <GB, World Literature>



17. Answer some questions about women who have shaped statistics and scientific experimentation. For 10 points
each:
[10] The polar area diagram is sometimes named this statistician and data visualization pioneer’s “rose diagram”.
This woman is better known for her medical work during the Crimean War and revolutionizing the nursing field.
ANSWER: Florence Nightingale
[10] This American statistician is known for her research in experimental design, which titles her best known book,
co-written with W. G. Cochran in 1950, and a main basis of statistical experiments for years to follow.
ANSWER: Gertrude Mary Cox
[10] Florence Nightingale David, named after Florence Nightingale, advanced this statistical measure which
indicates the positive or negative dependence of two data sets. It computed as the covariance of variables divided by
the product of their standard deviations and varies from -1 to 1.
ANSWER: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient [accept Pearson’s r, do not accept r-squared] <AT, Other Science>

18. In one work by this author, she says "Force and mind are opposites." In another work by this author,
Ellsworth Toohey and former classmate Peter Keating are "second-handers" and oppose the protagonist
This woman’s philosophical system is centered around "the concept of man as a (*) heroic being” This
woman’s solution to the Is-Ought problem focuses on morality through the lens of what a rational man needs to
survive. This thinker believed that reality and consciousness are independent and views rational egoism as the only
moral path. For 10 points, name this Russian-American philosopher who wrote about her philosophy of Objectivism
in the novel Atlas Shrugged.
ANSWER: Ayn Rand [Accept Alisa Zinov'yevna Rosenbaum]

18. The protagonist of this novel lies to the Lancashire man about her wealth in order to marry him, but he in turn
reveals that he himself is poor and conned her into marrying him. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this novel where the title character is born after her mother “pleads her belly” to escape a death penalty at
Newgate Prison. That character marries her half-brother and four other men before dying happy at the age of 70.
ANSWER: The Fortunes & Misfortunes of the Famous Moll Flanders
[10] This author of Moll Flanders wrote about the title character being marooned on an island with the native Friday
in Robinson Crusoe.
ANSWER: Daniel Defoe
[10] Defoe also wrote this novel about the title woman becoming an English hostess after she sells the jewels of her
deceased landlord husband. Her servant Amy remains faithful despite her potentially killing Amy’s daughter, Susan.
ANSWER: Roxana: The Fortunate Mistress <GB, European Literature>

19. This group legendarily killed a feared tiger and used its skin to send a unifying patriotic message. A 15th
century poem written about this group contrasted how they “proudly stood up to avenge their country” with
men who bowed in submission. One woman in this group abolished taxes from a (*) tributary system and
centered her court in the Red River Delta. After the original success of liberating 65 fortresses with their army of
80,000 people in 40 A.D, this group was eventually cornered at Jinxi Tản Viên by general Ma Yuan during their
namesake rebellion. For 10 points, name this group of two elephant-riding women, Trac and Nhi, who defended
Vietnam against the Chinese.
ANSWER: Trung Sisters <AT, World History>



19. During the post-inaugural television special Celebrating America, this person introduced Kamala Harris. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this soccer goalkeeper from Vanderbilt who, in 2020, became the first woman to play in a college
football game for a Power Five conference after kicking off in a game against Missouri.
ANSWER: Sarah Fuller
[10] Two weeks afterwards, Fuller also became the first woman to score in a Power Five football game after making
an extra point against this SEC team, the Volunteers, who play their home games in Knoxville.
ANSWER: University of Tennessee
[10] While Fuller played kicker for Vanderbilt, Jennifer Welter played for the Texas Revolution at this position in
2014. Some men who currently play this football position in the NFL include Derrick Henry and Ezekiel Elliott.
ANSWER: running back <Angel, Other Trash>

20. An inhabitant of this location wakes up to the cone of a fir branch tapping on a window, which he believes
to be the ghost of a former inhabitant of this location. This location is guarded by the dogs Gnasher and
Skulker, who attack the narrator the first time he visits this place. The protagonist of the novel in which this
location appears in, is brought there after being found on the streets of (*) Liverpool near the brink of death. A
character, after leaving this location to have a leg wound treated, falls in love with Edgar Linton while at the nearby
Thrushcross Grange. Nelly Dean relays the history of this location to Mr. Lockwood in the novel it appears in. For
10 points, name this home of the Earnshaws and Heathcliff which titles an Emily Bronte novel.
ANSWER: Wuthering Heights <GB, European Literature>

20. When George Gershwin asked this woman for lessons in composition, she responded, “I can teach you nothing.”
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this French composer of La Ville Morte and teacher of Phillip Glass, Aaron Copeland, and many other
notable musicians and composers.
ANSWER: Nadia Boulanger
[10] Boulanger was a professor of this musical concept at the French Music School for Americans. This concept is
the “vertical” counterpart to melody, and often consists of chords or sounds that are consonant to the melody.
ANSWER: harmony
[10] Nadia’s father had won this competition in 1835, and it became Nadia’s goal to win it as well. In 1908, she
received second place in this esteemed French composition contest for her cantata La Sirène.
ANSWER: Prix de Rome <AT, Auditory Fine Arts>


